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BACKGROUND OF THE PROJECT 

 

The Cochin Science City project is a joint venture of Kerala Government, Kalamasserry 

Municipality and KINFRA. The project features a 3D Planetarium, a science museum 

with various scientific objects for students and children and a scientific objects park and 

theatres. The project occupies 5.2 acres of KINFRA land near the Start-up Village. The 

works were entrusted to Kerala Science and Technology Museum & Priyadarshini 

Planetarium Agency of Kerala Government.  Union Minister Vayalar Ravi laid the 

foundation stone for the Cochin Science City on 16th February 2014. M.P P Rajeev laid 

the foundation stone for the Thrillarium block.  

 

The Cochin Children’s Science Park is established to achieve the following objectives: 

(1) To portray the growth of science and technology and their applications in industry 

and human welfare, with a view to develop scientific attitude and temper and to create, 

inculcate and sustain a general awareness amongst the people. (2) To develop in young 

generation, particularly in entrepreneurship and engineering oriented minds zeal 

towards experimentation, innovation and invention in a self-expressive manner. (3) To 

popularize science and technology in cities, urban and rural areas for the benefit of 

students and for the common man by organizing exhibitions, seminars, popular 

lectures, science camps and various other programs. (4) To promote and enhance public 

understanding of the culture of science and technology. (5) To supplement science 

education given in schools and colleges and to organize various out of- school 

educational activities to foster a spirit of scientific enquiry and creativity among the 

students. (6) To design, develop and fabricate science museum exhibits, demonstration 

equipment and scientific teaching aids for science education and popularization of 

science. (7) To organize training programs for science teachers, students, young 

entrepreneurs, technicians, physically challenged, housewives and others on specific 

subjects of science, technology and industry. 

 

 

 



OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT: 

The principal aim of the project is to develop the Cochin Science Park campus as a 

Biodiversity rich area with thematic gardens and as an education center for the 

conservation of Biodiversity. 

The major objectives of the project are: 

 To maintain various thematic gardens and other biodiversity components as 

aesthetically beautiful and educational tools through eco-friendly practices 

 To educate the visitors informally on the importance of biodiversity and its 

conservation through informative boards and thematic gardens 

 To promote energy saving measures in horticultural practices, such as use of bio 

fertilizers and pesticides; wise water use; scientific waste management practices 

etc.  

 To complement the educative and enjoyable experience of the science park 

through similarly potential green components 

SIGNIFICANCE/CONTEXT 

A science education park means an area which encompasses all aspects of science, 

technology and innovation. In addition, the park also provides maximum enjoyment to 

visitors in addition to learning about science. Though the park is targeted at students, it 

is equally informative and enjoyable for adults too. Hence, all components including the 

biodiversity of the park should be set as an educational material and also to evoke a 

positive response to the nature, especially in the advent of modern urban consumerestic 

culture.   

Cochin Children’s Science Park has good landscape with a vivid topography and is best 

suitable to achieve the above targets if properly and scientifically implementing the 

projects. The present project is mooted in this background, making the Cochin 

Children’s Science Park as a Biodiversity rich area with thematic gardens through the 

promotion of eco-friendly practices. 

The total area of Cochin Children’s Science Park is 5.2 acres, of this 4.0 acres is land area 

and remaining 1.2 acre is a beautiful water body (Pond). Three major building proposed 

in the park are an exhibition block including a ticket counter, visitors launch, toilets etc. 

with a plinth area of 812 sq.m. (20.06 cent); a planetarium block of 769.4 sq.m. (19.01 

cent); and thrillarium block of 371 sq.m.(9.1 cents). The outdoor area is also visualized 



as aesthetically landscaped, thematic parks. Among these the major components are 

Science Park of 3.07 acre and Energy Park of 1.36 acre. The science park intended to 

include a Dinosaur Park, under water aquarium, dancing fountain and 

meteorologicalequipment’s. However, apart from landscaping no other constructions 

have yet started. A few play equipment have been already installed for 

children.Interconnecting service roads and tiled pavements and landscaping of the 

entire area has already been completed. The entrance area is fenced with compound 

wall, and hence is protected. 

 

EXISTING HORTICULTURAL COMPONENTS OF THE PARK  

The science park is landscaped, without disturbing its natural gradient and the 

following green components have been installing in the park. 

1. Lawn with Mexican grass: An approximate area of 3.5 acre of the park (excluding 

building plinth area, pavements and other cement covered areas) has planted with 

Mexican grass 

2. Butterfly garden: The north – east corner of the park occupies a butterfly garden 

covering an area of 12 cents. Currently butterfly garden has 32 species of nectarine 

plants 

3. Medicinal plant garden: Just behind the exhibition gallery, a medicinal plant 

garden is arranged. Now 70-75 species of plants planted in earthen pots are 

exhibited there. 

4. Botanical garden: The entire 4.0 area land acre is visualized as a botanical garden 

and trees are planted at various locations imbibing horticultural principles. At 

present 80 species of trees are found in the park, among which 70% of plants are 

approximately one to two years old  

5.  Fernery: In the year 2017-18 a fernery was added to the Park. 25 varieties of ferns 

found in India were planted in the fernery, making it an education zone for 

students who visit the science park.    

6. Hibiscus garden: In the year 2018-2019 hibiscus garden was added to the park. It 

is a specialized garden made by nearly 32 varieties of hibiscus plants. 

 

 



PROJECTS IMPLEMENTED 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DELIVERABLES AND TIME PERIOD 

 

Sl. 
NO 

LIST OF DELIVERABLES (Maintenance of Biodiversity 
Components) 

TIME PERIOD 

1 Mexican Grass Lawn April - Mar 

2 Butterfly Garden April - Mar 

3 Medicinal Plant Garden April - Mar 

4 Botanical Garden. April - Mar 

5. Composting April - Mar 

6. Fernery April- Mar 

7. Educational Boards April - Mar 

8. Purchase of  Garden Equipment April - Mar 

9. Addition of new species in the existing gardens April - Mar 

 

OUTPUTS/OUTCOMES/IMPACT 

Sl. 
No. 

Activities Output Outcome Impact 

1. Maintenance of 
Biodiversity 
components such as 
Mexican lawn, 
Butterfly Garden, 
Medicinal Plant 
Garden & Botanical 
Garden 

Regular watering, 
manuring and 
pruning, providing 
protection from 
pathogens and 
diseases, addition of 
plants and make it 
clean and neat. 

Conservation of 
various thematic 
gardens and other 
biodiversity 
components as 
aesthetically 
beautiful and 
educational tools 
through eco-

Conservation of 
Biodiversity 
components in 
the Science park 

Sl.No.       Particulars 

I Maintenance of Biodiversity Components 
1. Mexican Grass Lawn 
2. Butterfly Garden 
3. Medicinal Plant Garden 
4.                             Botanical Garden. 
5. Waste management  
6. Fernery 



friendly practices 

2. Addition of Fernery 
to the park 

Planting 25 varieties 
of Ferns found in the 
country, and their 
maintenance  

Addition of a new 
thematic 
biodiversity 
garden to the 
park 

Conservation of 
native flora 

3. Addition of new 
plants 

 Addition of new 
species in the existing 
thematic garden 

Increased species 
diversity 

Become an 
ecological 
education centre 

 Waste management 
(Compost ) 

Proper management 
of wastes from the 
garden maintenance 
though compost.  

Indirectly give the 
awareness of 
proper waste 
management 
practices 

Promotion of 
scientific Waste 
Management 
practices 

 

RESULT 

For the maintenance of the biodiversity components, eco-friendly practices are followed 

such as avoidance of chemical fertilizers and pesticides; conserving water; and 

managing. The current greenery of the park is improved without violating existing 

thematic and horticultural aspects, but incorporating Biodiversity conservation 

principles (reducing energy inputs and improving carbon sequestration).  

Mexican Grass Lawn(approximately 3.5 acres) 

This is maintained by regular watering, 

manuring and pruning and by providing 

protection from pathogens and diseases. Only 

bio-pesticides and bio fertilizers were used for 

the maintenance of all plants. 

 

 

Butterfly Garden (approximately 12 cents) 

 This garden is maintained properly to stabilize 

the butterfly population in the garden area 

itself. Nectarine and host plants are planted as 

required. Though the butterfly aggregation has 

started falling down during December, as 

observed in many parts of Kerala, it has started 



to increase as the season has progressed.  

Medicinal Plant Garden 

70-75 potted medicinal plants are kept in the garden. Identification boards have been 

kept so that it becomes educational to the visitors. Plants are regularly watered and bio 

pesticides and fertilizers have been applied as required. Plants were also replanted 

based on necessity.  

 

Botanical Garden 

The entire is campus is considered as a 

mini-botanical garden. About 80 species 

of fruit and flowering trees are planted at 

different locations of the park. Bamboos 

are also planted here and there. The trees 

have attracted more birds, butterflies, 

insects and other fauna to the park. 

Besides, clumps of various types of bamboos will promote the greenery to great extents.  

Waste Management (Compost) 

Currently there are two compost units 

functioning in the park. This is used to 

manage the waste from the garden. The 

compost unit indirectly gives awareness of 

proper waste management practices in the 

park and promotes scientific waste management practices.  

 

 

 

Fernery: An area within 

the park was landscaped 

to make it suitable for 

growing ferns. 25 Indian 

species of ferns were 

planted in the park and 

were provided with the 



optimum conditions to facilitate their growth. The installation of Fernery was done in 

May-June.  

Necessary garden equipments and other provisions were provided to the park for the 

year. Replanting of butterfly garden, medicinal garden and botanical garden was done in 

June, November, December, February and March. In addition, the following practices 

were done to maintain the park. 

Eco-friendly maintenance: Eco-friendly horticultural practices were followed to 

maintain the park. Only organic pesticides and fertilizers were used.  

Watering:We have followed the principle of water wise use. It promoted conservation 

of water. 

Waste management: Scientific Waste 

Management practices were implemented. 

Further, segregation of wastes was done 

manually. Bio-wastes such as food wastes, 

litter, ground sweepings, and grass and plants 

cuttings were made in to compost using a 

composting unit within the park. From the 

green litter collected at the park, we’ve 

produced around 1,100 Kg of compost. The compost is used in the park as a bio 

fertilizer. 

Aesthetics: The entire area with plants as maintained clean and neat at all time. This 

was done manually with the help of suitable instruments, implements and mechanical 

equipment. 

Hibiscus garden 

A specialized garden made by varieties of hibiscus plants. They are members of family 

Malvaceae. 

Fertilizers were 

applied on regular 

basis. 

 

 

 



 

CHALLENGES 

Kalamasserry Science Park is owned by Kalamasserry Municipality. There are very few 

staffs to manage the visitors especially during peak hours. As a result heavy and 

frequent damages to plants and lawn reported. Besides the watering system is installed 

by the Municipality and rectification of complaints is the responsibility of the 

Municipality. Frequent complaints have been reported but timely interventions from 

the part of Municipality is very difficult.   

CONCLUSION 

The park is maintained well in the previous year with eco – friendly practices, regular 

watering, and pruning, cleaning. The biodiversity components such as Mexican lawn, 

Butterfly Garden, Medicinal Plant Garden & Botanical Garden are maintained, hence 

conserving the biodiversity components in the park. Medicinal Plant Garden and 

Botanical Gardens are an ecological education center. The practice of water wise 

gardening (using limited water in a sustainable manner) is another successful model 

that demonstrates in the Park. Additionally, composting displays proper waste 

management practices.  

 

 


